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Wrong management-how to explain? When Corona virus situation was in 

preliminary stage- Central Government declared sudden full lockdown, but, now-

a-days when it has spread everywhere as chronic disease, dying more and more 

people; now they have declared different stages of unlocks. This anti-logic proofs 

that sudden declaration of Lockdown was a major wrong decision. Those, who 

took that decision, are top leaders of government; their salaries are assured and 

have no financial crisis or risks. By by that wrong decision- economic system of 

the country is fully damaged.  

Who have been mostly affected? Most economic attacks happened for the private 

school teachers, college teachers, home tutors, journalists, singers, event 

organizers, lawyers, writers, artists, players and others. Government decided to 

close schools-colleges, bus, trum, auto, riksha etc.- but our question is that ‘my 

dear ministers, have you discussed with private owners of institutes, cinema halls, 

picnic-gardens, Zoos, Tour organizations? All of these organizations, allied 

companies and service providers are mostly affected. When people want to let run 

Train  then, who are you the government to go against people desires? Without 

talking with these organizations/associations, by one night decision of Lock down 

caused unemployment in the poor and in middle classes. 

Before, there were many guidelines of precautions to avoid gatherings as (a) 

scattering shops of vegetable, fish and others to different places, (b) three shift 

wise opening shops, (c) giving more attention to personal protection. But, now a 

day these issues have been loosen and people are not following any rules. Very 

joking matter is that in preliminary stage of COVID-19, all precautions were 

applied but when pandemic situation is in critical stage, now a days, government 

has loosen all rules.  

Already, economic system of the country is damaged, GDP(Gross Domestic 

Product) has fallen highest in India compared to any other country. This damaged 

economy will not be possible to recover in next two/three years also. Government 

has to take all these responsibilities.    

Blaming authority will not solve the problem, it happened due to limitations of 

knowledge of them. To resist the great falls of GDP, some urgent plans may be 

considered for crisis management. Govt should take actions immediately: 
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1. Open all train/bus/trums/auto/metros/flights for easy communications. People 

themselves should take prevention and care to protect themselves. The Best 

example is ‘invention of Shoe’ of Rabindra Nath Tagore, the main theme of that 

poem is that we can’t remove all dust from the road, but, wearing shoes by own 

self can solve the problem of dusting the foots. 

2. Open all entertainment places immediate: entry and exit doors should be multiple 

rather than single door. Time span of visiting of these places may be 24 hours but 

with less number of entries at each shift- which may recover financial damages 

happened in these organizations. If three shifts of works are planned, more and 

more people will get job and most of the crisis will be solved. 

3. All school-college-universities, factories, workshops, garages  should be opened 

as two/three shifts basis, all laboratories/workshops should be activated running 

all equipment time to time that these machineries are not rusted/dusted or 

damaged due to nonfunctioning of institutes. For that, local students may be 

permitted to use laboratories. Sometime, local laboratories should be open to any 

student of any other institutes also that they can get facilities of all laboratories of 

local institutes. If so, students who have left city of their institutes but, staying in 

home town/place, they will get facilities to use/learn from local institutes. It has 

administrative problems but, alternate solution to be found out. 

4. Service providers and professionals like nurse, guard, mechanics, labors, and 

ground level workers have lost their jobs. Could not the Government understand 

that these people will lose jobs? If so, it is called ignorance of top leaders of the 

country. But, if they understood that the situation might be uncontrolled- why 

they declared lock down suddenly? We conclude it as lack of knowledge of top 

leaders or if this decision had come from the brain of Advisors of Government 

then it was a wrong decision. Still some Government employees argue in favor of 

more lock down, because, staying at home but their salaries are ensured, who has 

no economic crisis and never they feel or understand the pain of the poor. Central 

government failed to give a proper guideline to solve the economic crisis; rather, 

by ignorance they have increased sufferings of people by name of Lockdown. 

5. Decision making system is estranged, government authority who can’t give any 

allowance to small private institutes/business firms, but, very strange of 

democracy is that other’s business firms closing decision remains to government 

paid officers/ministers while they can’t give a single rupee to them. Major 

decisions should remain in hands of associations of these types of private 

organizations.  
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Then what are the final solutions? Unlock has come to 4
th

 stage and about to 

unlock all situations, but, yet many institutes, business organizations have not 

started and due to that reasons allied companies can’t start normal functioning. 

Only and only one solution is to increase activities three times more to recover the 

damages happened. Can we increase our normal activities three times more and 

how? Only answer is that when danger comes from back side, people run with 

more and more speed to save lives. Planning of running fast and accurate is the art 

of management, designing timely and acting properly can cure the damages of 

economy of the country. 
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